Speaker: Dr. Brittany Allison
Postdoctoral Fellow, Graduate School, Vanderbilt University
Leadership Alliance SYNERGI Program Coordinator

Dr. Brittany Allison is originally from New Orleans, LA. She completed her B.Sc. in chemistry at Xavier University of Louisiana. Dr. Allison attended Vanderbilt University for her graduate degree during which she was awarded the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship (NSF-GRFP) Award. She completed her Ph.D. in Chemistry under the mentorship of Dr. Jens Meiler, where she studied computational design of protein-ligand interactions.

Dr. Allison is currently a Postdoctoral Fellow in the Graduate School at Vanderbilt University. She is the program coordinator for the Leadership Alliance SYNERGI program. In this role, she aims to increase the number of underrepresented undergraduate students interested in research by presenting workshops, mentoring, and coaching them on their research skills. Dr. Allison works closely with the Enhancing Graduate Diversity Education Program, where she makes substantive contributions to the program activities, initiatives, and events. In addition, she enjoys supporting and advising minority graduate students in leadership and advocacy as well as working to promote a more inclusive graduate atmosphere.

General Business Meeting: 6:00 pm; Speaker: 6:15 pm.

Refreshments will be provided.

Email inquiries to Nashville.NOBCChE@gmail.com

Next Meeting & Speaker: Dr. Sean Seymore June 25th, 2018